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Detailed instructions, clear diagrams and lovely color photographs combine to make craft book Fun

with Chinese Knotting both attractive and usefulÃ¢â‚¬â€•displaying the many creative uses these

decorative knots can have, and the great variety of materials used to make them. This delightful

book is sure to be a rich source of inspiration for craftspeople everywhere. The art of Chinese

knotting or macrame, has a surprisingly contemporary appeal, author artist Chen focuses on the

decorative uses of Chinese knots to create your own personal fashion accessories which include:

Hair ornaments Earrings Necklaces Pendants Brooches Belts Bracelets and anklets Accents that

may be added to items of clothingChinese knots are attractive and alluring along with being an

Asian craft that is relatively easy to learn. Used for a variety of practical and decorative

purposesÃ¢â‚¬â€•to record events, to fish and hunt, to wrap and tie items, as ornamental works of

art, and even to communicate, Fun with Chinese Knotting will allow readers to create something for

anyone.
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"If you are a fan of macrame bracelets or creating friendship bracelets, this will be a fun new

knotting technique for you to try. Skilled jewelry makers and novices alike will find this informative

book appealing." Ã¢â‚¬â€•AllFreeJewelryMaking.com blog"This book was a great resource in the art

of Chinese knotwork. From the history of the craft to the diagrams of thread movement and the



variety of crafts involved, it is a keeper." Ã¢â‚¬â€•Bookgirl Knitting: An Eclectic Book Blog"Chinese

knotting, often called Chinese macrame, is a celebrated ancient art form. By joining two silk or

cotton cords into intricate patterns, a variety of beautiful shapes are formed. These shapes are the

focus of this book which features jewelry, accessories, and even footwear designs! Learn basic

knots like Button, Cloverleaf, Good Luck, Round Brocade, and Tassel following figure are drawings

that show you each step of the way. You'll be inspired to add embellishments to clothing, purses,

and scarves, as you learn how to manipulate and knot cording." Ã¢â‚¬â€•Craft Ideas

Magazine"Broken down into several knot types, including Basic Knots, Compound Knots, and

Tassel Designs, Fun with Chinese Knotting breaks down Chinese knotting into the most basic steps

and outlines them with color illustrations and photos. You can also see a variety of projects to make

for each knot and get great ideas on how you can use these knots to create lovely accessories and

home decor." Ã¢â‚¬â€•FaveCrafts blog

Lydia Chen, a leading authority on traditional Chinese decorative knotting, was born in Loching,

Chekiang, in 1940. Her interest in knotting began when her father-in-law, a deputy curator at the

National Palace Museum in Taipei, Taiwan, arranged for her to learn simple knots from an elderly

museum custodian. From this modest beginning, she went on to figure out how knots were formed

from the antique pieces she collected, and even invented some designs of her own. She has taught

knotting at colleges, held several exhibitions of her work both at home and abroad, and authored a

number of books on the art.

I found it boring, i was looking for great instructions on few types and found not so good instructions

on a loooot of knots. I regret buying it.

This book is lots of fun! Lydia Chen presents Chinese tradition and helps you explore the endless

possibilities of creating your own unique designs! I bought the book to gain insight on the button

knot and was very pleased to find such a wonderful resource. I will definitely look to this book for

inspiration again and again! This book was used, but looked brand new, thank you for a great

experience!

like

Creative



This will be a great help in my next poject.

Excellent!

In this lovely book you learn how to do many Chinese knot designs. The illustrations have a regional

flair and give examples of many fashion uses for the handwork. Any kind of jewelry with knotwork is

available, from belts to brooches with diagrams to denote thread movement. It reminded me of

needle tatting in a lot of ways and I am eager to undertake some of the projects for holiday gift

giving. They are, quite simply, beautiful.One of the only opportunities I found with this book was

there were a few knots that were not fully explained and in several instances I was not sure exactly

how to hold the thread. In future re-printings I hope that some illustrations will be added to this

effect. When doing a craft like this, it helps to have pictures like with the Visual series for students to

learn just how to secure the piece by showing some step by steps of the basic levels and go from

there.This book was a great resource in the art of Chinese knotwork. From the history of the craft to

the diagrams of thread movement and the variety of crafts involved, it is a keeper. I am so glad the

publisher sent it to me for review. Now I have something to play with in anticipation of the

holidays!3.5/5

The ideas for how to use Chinese knots are quite well presented and documented. Unfortunately,

you must own the book Chinese Knotting to complete many of the designs (as several of the knots

used are NOT in Fun with Chinese Knotting). The thread paths for the knots are quite clear. My

biggest complaint is that there is no instruction on how to HOLD THE THREAD! Pinning these super

complicated knots to cork board is just not feasible every time you want to tie the same knot. I doubt

the originators of the knots pinned them out according to diagrams...there must be a way to hold the

thread and have "under/over" patterns around fingers for most of the weaving patterns. It is a shame

those were not shared. It was especially disappointing that the truly Giant Pan Chang knots weren't

diagrammed, just shown and then we are told "tie a pan chang knot." A 4X4 thread square is

diagrammed, but some of the pictures clearly show 8X8 knots.This book has neat ideas, good

diagrams, and nice exposition. It requires Chinese Knotting to complete patterns and an ability to

expand on an ordinary pan chang knot.
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